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Answer the questions. 

1. In the word manuscript, which syllables have short vowel sounds? _______________________

2.	 Which	word	has	/ ī/	and	/ĭ/	sounds	that	are	both	made	by	the	letter	i? _______________________

3. How many long vowel sounds are in the word describe? _______________________

4. Which syllable is stressed in the word subjective? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. the highest point; the point where two lines meet to form an angle _______________________

6. to throw in between; to insert into, especially into a conversation _______________________

7. the act of pulling; friction from motion; pulling power _______________________

8. turned inside out or upside down  _______________________

Answer the questions. 

9.  Which word starts with the absorbed prefix ad-? _______________________

10.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning after? _______________________

11.  Which word starts with a prefix meaning with; together? _______________________

12.  Which word is a noun that starts with a prefix meaning below? _______________________

conversation
subjective
versatile
retractable
extrovert
postscript
transcribe

 inverted
 inscribed
 subscription
 vertex
 describe
 extracted
 injection

interject
traction
ejected
attractive
detract
manuscript

Spelling Words Review Words

persistence
significance
audience

irreversible
controversial

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  The pilot _______________________ his seat from the cockpit to save himself from the crash.

14.  Designs for the new arena include a _______________________ roof that can be closed  
  when it rains and opened when it’s sunny.

15.  Michael is working to _______________________ this music from piano to violin.

16.  Carlos’s _______________________ tool could be turned into a dozen things, from a  
  screwdriver to a measuring tape to a pair of pliers!

17.  Ahmad just got an updated tetanus shot, and the _______________________ site is very tender.

18.  Vanilla _______________________ from actual beans is much more expensive than artificial  
  flavoring.

19.  Anahi is always the life of the party; she’s such an _______________________!

20.  Even if you have excellent ideas in your essay, disorganization will _______________________  
  from them.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word has a Latin root meaning hear?   ________________________

22.  Which review word has an a that makes a schwa sound?   ________________________

23.  Which review word has a prefix meaning through?   ________________________

24.  Which challenge word has word parts meaning  
  relating to being turned against?   ________________________

25.  Which challenge word has word parts meaning  
  not able to be turned back?   ________________________

versatile
extracted

transcribe
ejected

detract
retractable

extrovert
injection 
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first and third

inscribed

one

second

vertex

interject

traction

inverted

attractive

postscript

conversation

subscription
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conversation
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persistence
significance
audience

irreversible
controversial
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audience

significance

persistence

 
controversial

 
irreversible

ejected

retractable

transcribe

versatile

injection

extracted

extrovert

detract
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versatile
extracted

transcribe
ejected

detract
retractable

extrovert
injection 


